
 

 

The Virtues Project™ 

The Virtues Project began with an idea -- that all children are born with the virtues in 

potential, and that when parents and educators awaken these gifts of character, we can change 

the world.  

 

The idea evolved into Five Strategies for bringing virtues to life, from birth to death. They 

not only help us to raise kinder kids but to companion the dying in a compassionate and 

meaningful way. 

 

The Kavelin-Popovs established a foundation, WellSpring International, and in 1991, formed 

Virtues Project International as a Canadian corporation when they began to ship virtues 

books and materials world-wide. The Project has spread to more than 100 countries, and has 

thousands of facilitators who share its virtues-based principles and practices. The Project is 

not affiliated with any particular faith but draws its research from all sacred traditions 

including the oral traditions of First Nations. 

The mission of The Virtues Project is to inspire people of all cultures to remember who we 

really are and to live by our highest values. 



	 	 	

The Five Strategies™

       hese strategies help us to live more authentic, purposeful lives, to raise 
children of compassion and idealism, and create a culture of character in 
our schools and communities.  

1.  Speak the Language of Virtues   										
       Language has the power to discourage or to inspire. Using virtues to 
       acknowledge, guide, correct and thank awakens the best within us. 

2.  Recognize Teachable Moments   
       Recognizing the virtues needed in daily challenges helps us to become 
       lifelong learners open to the lessons of character.  

3.  Set Clear Boundaries      			
       Boundaries based on respect and restorative justice create a climate of  
       peace, cooperation, and safety in our homes, schools and communities. 

4.  Honor the Spirit        	
       We sustain our vision and purpose by integrating virtues into our 
       activities, surroundings, celebrations and the arts.

5.  Offer Companioning   						
       Being deeply present and listening with compassionate curiosity guides 
       others to find clarity and to create their own solutions.  It supports   
       healing and growth.
      

T
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VIRTUES: The Gifts of Character
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Acceptance
Accountability
Appreciation
Assertiveness
Awe
Beauty
Caring
Certitude
Charity
Cheerfulness
Cleanliness
Commitment 
Compassion
Confidence
Consideration
Contentment
Cooperation
Courage 
Courtesy 
Creativity
Decisiveness
Detachment 
Determination
Devotion
Dignity
Diligence
Discernment
Empathy
Endurance
Enthusiasm
Excellence
Fairness
Faith

Faithfulness
Fidelity
Flexibility
Forbearance
Forgiveness
Fortitude
Friendliness
Generosity 
Gentleness
Grace
Gratitude
Helpfulness
Honesty
Honor 
Hope
Humanity
Humility 
Idealism
Independence
Initiative
Integrity
Joyfulness 
Justice 
Kindness
Love
Loyalty
Mercy
Mindfulness
Moderation
Modesty
Nobility
Openness
Optimism
Orderliness

Patience
Peacefulness 
Perceptiveness
Perseverance 
Prayerfulness
Purity
Purposefulness
Reliability
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility
Reverence
Righteousness
Sacrifice
Self-discipline  
Serenity
Service 
Simplicity
Sincerity
Steadfastness
Strength
Tact
Thankfulness 
Thoughtfulness
Tolerance 
Trust 
Trustworthiness 
Truthfulness 
Understanding 
Unity 
Wisdom
Wonder
Zeal
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HOW TO SPEAK
The Language of Virtues

There are usually three elements of a virtues statement:  

1) an opening phrase;         2) a virtue;           3) how the virtue is being shown  
          or needs to be shown. 

–––––– To Acknowledge and Thank ––––––

–––––– To Guide ––––––

 –––––– To Correct ––––––
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It was
You were really 

I see your
I honor you for your
Thank you for being

I appreciate your 

Please be
We need to be

How can we show
What will help you find your

Please be

Please be
What would help you to be

What is a 
You need to be

 kind
patient

compassion
courage
flexible

helpfulness

considerate
respectful
courtesy
courage
honest

kind.
tactful

respectful
peaceful.

of you to help us out.  
to wait so long.
for her.
to face that challenge.
about changing the time.
with my boxes.

about the volume of your music.
by listening to what each person says.
when our visitor comes?
to meet this challenge?
and tell me what is on your mind.

That remark hurt.
even when you’re irritated?
way to say that?
What would be fair to you both? 

GENERAL
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This tool is very useful in giving feedback to children and adults, in addressing 
goals or behaviour. It is a tool used by managers to give performance feedback 
to employees. In doing this, you are making a “positivity sandwich”. You are using 
the power of Virtues Language.

APPRECIATE, CORRECT & THANK

1. First, tell the individual about qualities and behaviors in them that you 
APPRECIATE, naming their Strength Virtues. 
 

“We appreciate your reliability in coming to work on time. You are cre-
ative in solving problems. You are excellent in relating to customers, who 
respond well to your friendliness.” 

2. Then, tell the person what you feel needs to CHANGE or be COR-
RECTED, naming their Growth Virtues. 

“You need to work on your sense of UNITY with other team members, 
to share credit when it is FAIR to do so, and consult your colleagues 
more often. Also, you need to be more TRUSTWORTHY in getting your 
monthly reports in on time.” 

3. Finally, save some of the best for last by THANKING them for what you 
most appreciate. End on the positive! 

“Your enthusiasm is one of your greatest qualities. You have such an 
engaging way about you. You are one of our most excellent and successful 
sales people.” 

ACT with Tact



	 	 	

Guidelines for Establishing 
Clear Boundaries

1.  Be Moderate								

2.  Be specific

3.  Be positive – Virtues-based

4.  Have specific, relevant consequences

5.  Make consequences educative

6. Be consistent

7. Communicate rules clearly

8. Be sure consequences are understood

9. Make bottom line rules non-negotiable

10. Make expectations clear
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Offer Companioning

This is a communication skill that:

a  Requires deep listening

a  Is most effective when we don’t have an “agenda”

a  Is meant to support and empower, not fix or rescue

a  Primarily consists of silence and open-ended questions 

a  Requires trust in the other’s process
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Open the Door...
...with open-ended questions: 
What’s happening? 
What is it? 
What are those tears? 

Offer Receptive Silence     	
Give them the space to speak fully, to tell the 
whole story. Be fully present with deep concen-
tration and compassionate curiosity.  Shield 
yourself with detachment, so you can walk 
intimately with them without taking on their 
feelings.  

Ask Cup-Emptying Questions
Follow their lead and ask questions that allow 
them to empty their cup and get to the heart of 
the matter.   
Use what and how questions, not why or which.  
“How was that for you?”  
Take your cues from their words:  
Speaker: “I’m really worried.” 
Listener: “What worries you?”  
Speaker: “I’m just not sure.” 
Listener: Either remain silent or ask, 
“What are you unsure of?”

Focus on Sensory Cues
Concentrate on and even repeat words they use 
that involve seeing, hearing, feeling, sensing.  
Speaker: “It was the most beautiful sunset I ever saw.” 
Listener: “Beautiful…”

Speaker holds arms over stomach. 
“What are you holding?” 
“What is happening in your stomach?”
Speaker is yelling, “This place is so stupid!”  
Match their volume. “What’s stupid about this place?”   
Speaker is crying: “What are those tears?” 

Ask Virtues Reflection Questions
When they seem to have gotten to the heart of 
the matter or the core issue, ask a question that 
helps them to reflect on a virtue that will help 
them.  About something that is frightening, 
“What would give you the courage to …?” or 
“What would give you peace about this?” 

Ask Closure and Integration 
Questions
“What was helpful about talking?” 
“What’s clearer to you now?” 
“What did you appreciate about this meeting?” 

Give a Virtues Acknowledgement
This is an essential step in restoring the speaker 
even if your companioning was brief and did not 
include all these steps. 
“I appreciate your openness to explore this.” 
“I see your loyalty to your family.” 
“I honor you for your courage to face this.” 
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